


GRAXN SALtPLING METHODS FOR M(OYrOXINS 

ANALfSIS 

ZkL. Ya.Sandlar 

1. Basic notions and terms 

Grain is transported to and from grain collecting centree 

and elevators in lorries, railroad waggone, marine or river Yes-

eels. Grain is stored in individual lots. The LOT usually means 

any amount of grain of uniform quality (judged on the buata of 

organoleptic properties) intended for simultaneous reception, 

unloading or storage in one silo bin or warehouse. It is the 

grain lot that usually represents the object of etudy. During its 

aesesement, however, one has to take into account a major proper-

ty of grain sass - its heterogeneity. Some grains are heteroge-

necusin form, size, moisture content and other signs of quality. 

As a result of self-sorting processes during reservoir loading, 

they can form zones differing considerably In these parameters 

from the basic grain mass. Various admixturas are also hetaroge-
neoizs;their distribution in grain mass can be erenely uneven. 

Depending on density, they are concentrated in various grain lay-

ers, i.e. are present there in different amounts or are found in 

some layers while being absent in others. For example, mineral 

admixta'es usually accumulate in areas of grain drop (at the bot-

tom of a lorry body) while the light organic pert - on top of the 

bulk or in the base of the cone of grain fallen from conveyer belts. 

To eliminate or at least to possibly reduce the eff•et of 

grain mass heterogeneity, the sesple for analysis is collected 

from a large number of smaller, the so called 'stngl. w  ea.ale., 

taken from various pert, of the grain nama. 

SINGLB SAMPLE or BATCH is a email amount of grain taksn 
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froc one niace of a lot in a single intake. The reliability of 

judgament about a lot quality made on the basis of one single 

seaple is vary low. To have a representative sample for a given 

lot a series of single samples is drawn which are grouped ].ater. 

The total irnoa of all single samples takon from the lot repreeents 

the 	INITIAL SAfPLE, BULK SAMPLE, LO1' SAPLS, or GEtERAL SAT.PLS. 

To determine some of its quality parameters, a aall grain amount, 

a so called WEIGHED PORTION (or ANALYSIS SAMPLE, ANALYTICAL SAM-

PLE) is singled out. Its sass depends On the analysis kind and 

grain type. 

The initial sample of bulky Lots is too large. Out of it 

AVERAGE or SECOIcDARY SAMPLE (or SUBSPECIMEN)ia taken, represent-

Ing a part of the initial sample drawn out to determine the lot 

quality. For email lots the initial sample can at the same time 

be the average one. 

2.Simaificance of adequate sampling for the assessment 

of 'rain quality 

It is comnonly assumed that the aIacy of the analysis re-

sults depends not only on the precision of the measuring device 

and the qualification of a technician performing the analysis. 

Indeed, the precision of the scales, proper weighing, purity of 

reagents, nlequate measuring or titration, and many other things 

are of significance here. However, for such a complex matter as 

grain bulk, not lesser, if not greater, part is played by the 

technique of sampling for the enalysta. So matter how carefully 

a technician performs the analysis, if the tested sample is not 

representative, the result would characterize only the quality of 	
0 

the grain sample brought to the laboratory and not that of the 
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whole let. The Lack of reliabUity of the figuree of the contente 

of mycotoxixrn may lead to a real danger for human and animal health 

and 	the connunare of contaminated fodder will be eubject to 

oonetderable economic loenee cauned by the death of aniciwla or 

by the reduction of productivity. Thue, aempling repromenta one 

of major and mignificant elements in the whole grain analyzEs 

pattern in general and lathe analyeia of mycotoxins, in parti-

cular. many authors claim that it in thin etaga that reprezenta 

one of the bezic zourcee of errore in the daterainatton of mycoto-

xinn content. For øxample, Whitaker (26) while etudythg cazee of 

errore in the determination of efiatoxina in ocaree-grained pro-

duce (maize, peanuts, liintmohio nutn, etc.) presented the oonaon 

determination error as a awn of lot eampling eri'om, taking the 

e.nalyaie eample, and the analyzEs Itmeif (Fig.1). ao.paxi.sm  of 

variation coeffiojanta presented in Fig.2ehowea-4hmt the manimuit 

apread of the results occurn at the firet utage, La. initial 

esapling. This in due to uneven dietribution of aflatoxine in the 

product mess. Than, at the average aflatoxin content of 20 ngf kg 

the variation coefficient during initial zampling of 21.8 kg con-

atituted 60%, during eubapecisen taking (1.1 kg) - 10%, and in the 

prooese of the analycie of two weighed port ionn - 16%. The overall 

variation coefficient was approximately 80%. For cotton eeede the 

average variation coefficient for iota with a 20pg/kg level of 

afletoxin contamination was 8% during analyzEs, 18% in the iibnpe-

cimen taking, and 1000 in esapling (25). For mats. (27), four 

error coaponente were atudisdi the error of taking alO pound 

(454  kg) ,sapl•, the erroi' of aileotion of a 1 kg cosrisly ground 
(paining the 14 esnh stew.) .tibepsei.sa, the error of .aking a 

finely ground (passing the 20 mesh siews) 50 g epsetasa, and the 
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deterninatlon error itself. Variation coefficiente for a lot with 

a 20 ,)ng/kg afletoxin contamination constituted 20 9  7 9  0, and 28%, 
reapective].y. Thus, maize differed considerably from peanuts in 

the error connected with sampling; however, this error turned out 

to be significant. 

General requirements to eamop.ng and to the pre_paration 

of soec inane for the assessment of grain gliy 

There exist aeveral general requirements to the methods of 

sampling and to the preparation of specimens for quality analysis. 

The basic requirement is the ensuring of sample representetiveneme, 

viz, the selected eamplee should characterize quality of the whole 

lot. This is attained by the observance of the following princip-

les: the initial sample is collected from single samples; the ave-

rage or secondary sample (subepecimen) for analysis is obtained 

through gradual reduction of the initial sample; weighed portions 

or analy tical samples are also prepared by means of gradual re-

duction of the average or secondary sample (subapecimen). 

General pattern of sampling and sample analysis 

for the assessment of_gein guelity accepted in the 

USSR 

The general pattern of sampling is presented in Fig.3. The 

samples se]ected from every grain lot are inspected and compared. 

If they are bomogenmouathe3' are united. The not of single samples 

represents the Initial sample. In the case of apparent heteroge-

neity of samples, every hoaogeneous part is taken for a separate 

grain lot and an initial sample is formed from each of these lots. 

While Inspecting grain quality, it is extremely significant 

to organime thorough record keeping. For this purpose a sample 
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tag (label) with the crop name, strain, type and subtype, crop 

year, name of the enterprise to which it belongs, numbers of wha-

rehouse, silo, waggon or ship name, lot mass, date of the initial 

sampling and sample mass, and signature of an official responsible 

for sampling, is put into the initial grain sample container. La-

ter these dat are recorded in a special book. 

If the initial sample weighs up to 2 kg, it La at the name 

time considered as the average sample. If it exceeds 2 kg, a 2 kg 

amount is taken out of it by means of a aeparator or manually. 

The average sample is collected somewhat differently if the 

initial sample is taken from a large honiogeneoun mass of grain, 

e.g. during vessel loading or unloading. In this case at the end 

of every loading or unloading day the taken single samples are 

mixed in the separator or manually, and approximately one eiphth 

portion is drawn out of the mixture and placed into a separate 

container. At the and of the loading or unloading procedures, the 

grain is poured Out of the container, mixed in the separator or 

manually and about 2 kg representing the average eample are ta-

ken. 

An obligatory condition is the storage of a sample portion 

for a period of time during which there may be claims presented 

as to inadequate analysis performed. In such cases the sample is 

subject to a check (umpire) analysis. 

The eize of a weighed portion selected from the average 

sample for analysts is of significance for the assessment of the  

accuracy of the analysis. Naturally, an increase of the grain 

mass subject to analysts makes it more reliable and better ref-

lecttrig the quality of the whole lot. The degree of influence of 
' 	its heterogeneity diminishes. Bsidee, errors of the assesenant 
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itself depending on the precision of a neasuring device, techni-

cian's mistakes and occasional cirowsatances, are reduced consi-

derably when the weighed portion mass is larger. Toohnioa].l7, 

however, it is impossible to analyse an extremely large weighed 

oortion; its size has to be correlated with the type of the ana-

lysis and in some cases has to be differentiated depending on 

the crop and its targeted use, and also on the significance of 

the analysed parameter, The size of weighed portions is specified 

in standards for testing methods. Weighed portions are taken out 

of the average sample using a separator or manually. During high-

volume supply periods, in order to enaure regular work of motor 

transport, grain quality aSsessment can be done on the basis of 

daily average samples. 

Daily average wamplea are composed of grain lots homogen.-

ous in quality and supplied during one day from one and the ease 

farm. The lot homogeneity is established by type, subtype, colour, 

moisture content, grain peat contamination and content of impuri-

ties. To form the daily average sample from initial samples seleo-

ted from every lorry, 200 cia of grain from every 1.5  tons are ta-

ken. The grain Is placed into a tightly sealed container which can 

be easily cleaned and washed. gvery farm transporting grain by 

lots during one day,  ham its own containers. The average epli is 

formed out of the daily average samps using the technique describ-

ed above. 

5. Peculiarities of strain sampling for the analysis of 

eycotoxLne 

5.1. Factors influenot 	the volume of the sample for snel3eia 

A. Discrete ohax'actor of the d.tdtribution of eycotoxin.. 

The contamination of lots with n'ootoxia.s bears a discrete 
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oharacter. .!Loot3xine may be precent only in a small part of the 

product, however, in a relatively high concentration. For examp-

le t  the number of peanut hernela contaminated with af3.atoxino can 

be lose than 0.1% while the contamination loyal of individual ker-

nelii can reach I mln pps. fluctuations in aflatoxin content in in-

dividual kernele can reach 106 jng/kg (26). 

In view of a beterogeneoue nature of ayootoxin distribution, 

the tetiag of a homogmàous sample for analycis represents a rath-

OD complex problem. Thus, traditional methods of selection and 

campla preparation cannot be fully used in the analycin for isyoo-

toxins Theae methods ehould 'be oubj act to considerable ohangec. 

In particular, for the nyootoxin analysis a much greater eamplo 

mane is needed than that used in the assecment of other quality 

properties. At the came time it greatly depends on the tested pro-

d not. 

From the point of view of efietoxtri contamination, all pro-

ducts can be divided into two extreme typee (15)s 

- with an extremely high degree of oontaminatton hetero-

geneity (Type 1)1 and 

- homogeaeis type (Type 2). 

rypa 1 includes hucked and raw pesnato and other otl seed.. 

intact or coarse-grour1 kernels, nute and dried fruits. lype 2 

represents such liqntdaac 'vegetable oil, silk and dairy producte. 

There 	existe also Type 3 characterIzed by an intermediate 

degree of contamizationj to this type belong fine-grist flour. 

peanut oil, f.rmented produote, ailceed cake, dried o.reel. grain. 

The else of a representative lot oaizple depends on the product 

r- 4 
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type. For Type I the lot aize should be as large as posetbie, 
while for Types 2 and 3 - considerably amalier. 

B.Kernel size. 

Another factor influencing, the sample volume is the size 
of grains. For 3razil note weighing 8-10 g each a large aample is 

needed, compared to that for peanuts having a weight of leso than 
0.5 g. 

The sample size also depends on the volume of the tested 

lot. The greater is the lot, the larger should be the general 

sample. However, if a lot is very large, the volume of the sasple 

does not play a decisive roles iota of husked peanute weighing 

40,000 pounds or 100,000 pounds can be represented by samples of 

identical volumes. 

It should be noted that recently the peanut sample weight in 
the analyota for aflatoxins has been raised in the USA from 12 po-
unds first to 24, then to 48 and, finally, to three eampiss 48 
pounds •mah. This increase of the sample eisa testifies to the 
producer's need to have a more reliable assessment. On the other 

hand, some investigators (267 claim that.in the analysis of pea-
nuts for aflatozise the major source of errors lj*a in the in.-

dequate (less than 22 kg) sample weight. 

5.2. Principal pattern of sampling in the anlyis 

for eyco toxin. 

The general (initial) eamile is drawn either by continuous-

ly operating automatic mampler or by combining single samples ta-

ken from a maximally large number of container portione. Since 

the whole general (initial) simple cannot be extracted prior to 

analysts for aycotoxtnc a secondary sample (subopecimen) should 

be prepared by gradual sample reduction. Before this procedure, 
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however, the initial eample ahould be thoroughly ground and mi-

xed. The diapermion degree doem not play a decteive role( howe-

var, the aubepeotimen rmea dependa on the particle aize. For oo-

mre.ly-ground produote its mice ahould be larger than for finely 

ground onee. In view of the fact that the grinding dimainiohem the 

utee and tnoreeeea the number of part idea, an error in taking the 

aecondary eampi. is upually amaller than that during the primary 

(initial) nampling. A eubepeoicen with the name of 1-5 kg is pre-

ferable * 

Before taking the analytical eample (weighed poruona rT' 

enalymim) the eubepecimnen ahould be also ground, thoroughly mixed 

and gradually reduced becaume Only a meall portion of the aubape-

oinøn is aubject to the analymia. The mime of the weighed portion 

varieo in different methoda from 20 to 100 g. As far as eample 

repreeantativonena and mOlvent eoonoay are concerned, moat mut-

table Is the weighed portion of 50 g. 

Thue, the general pattern of grain analymie for mycotoxina in 

as followa: taking a lot (general, initial) nample. Lte thorough 

mixing, coarme grinding to reduce partiolee mice, mixing to obtain 

a hocnogezieouaproduct, taking a aecondary eareple (aubapecimen), 

further grinding and taking a marmmple for analyaie. 

5.3. Technique of aammmpling in the analymia for 

mycotoxine 

A. General information 

Samplea for the analyaie of vegetative raw materiala can 

be taken at varioum inmtarmtu: in the field, during harreat, etora-

ge, procemaing, commercial operationa, reproceseing and final pro-

cemeing, product eupolj to the food [due try beceue cycotozin 
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Contarinattn can occur at any of these stages. The technique of 

saspling in each case will be dLfferent (15) since theme stages 

have their specific features related to the distribution of eon-

taminated grain within a lot, accessibility of inspection and 

sampling. However, as far as it is poeeible, samples should be 

teken from a product containing a large number of small part idea. 

Thus, it is more expedient to perform sampling of maize grain 

rather than of corn-cobs; at the same time ground maize to pre-

ferable to maize in grain (10), Evidently, sampling from a lot 

mixed during harvest, ledirig-unloading works, transportation, 

grinding, crushing gives more representative samples in view of 

a discrete character of rnyootoxtns distribution. This statement 

is correct both fOr contamination in field and in other stages of 

the procamoing of vegetative raw materials. For example, moisture 

Condensation or water permeation in storehouses can oa&e partial 

nildewing of a portion a lot during storage. That to why it Is iii-

possible to predict in what storage place sampling should be per-

formed in order to have a proper idea about aflatoin concentra-

tion in the lot. We shall discuss only a techniqu, of sampling raw 

material, Ifthout dealing with intermediate and final products of 

their processing. 

B. Field sa.plt(exaainatton of grain for mycotoxine) 

It is extremely difficult to select a representative izatse 

ample before harvest because the distribution of contaminated 

oorn-oobs bears a random character. Besides, one corn-cob can eon-

tain no contaminated grain at all, while another one has only one 

contaminated grain or all of them. Thus, to obtain a representa- 

tive sample, one should select a laige number of corn-cobs to 
	a 
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husk them later. Approximate variation coefficients at the aye-

rage aflatoxin content in hueed maize grain 100 ppm and at ran-fl 

docaized corn-cob sampling in the field were 133 for 33 cobs, 83 

for 100, 62 for 200, 48 for 400, 39 for 800, and 29 for the whole 

field (10). Thus, it is more expedient to conduct sampling from 

husked maize in the period of harvesting thene samples reflect 

the quality of a greater number of corn-cobs. The same considers-

tiona are also Justified for other crops growing in groups. 

C. Grain bulk sampling 

While analysing a groin lot in a bin (metallic store-house), 

the eecnpling of grain flow at the moment of grain mixing during 

bin loading-unloading can be recommended as the only reliable math-

ad because configuration of the bin and limited access to it make 

other methods of obtaining repreoentative samples complicated (10). 

Various awnplers automatically crooBinp, the grain flow at certain 

time intervals (14) are uad. This sampling technique Is consider-

ed to be most precise because representative transverse grain flow 

crops sections are systematically isolated and the initial (gene-

rat) sample is made out of them. In such cases the error made by 

an operator during sampling is eliminated. Usually a mechanical 

separator located between the sampler and sampling place and in-

tended for the reduction of the sample size to the volume needed, 

is connected with the sample selecting device. In the absence of 

this device or when it is imposible to use it for any reason, e 

special operator can be appointed to make mantples with the help 

of a ebo'rel placed into grain flow at certain time intervals. In 

this asse the grain flow should be subJect to a rather frequent 

sampling. Single samples 1  however, should not be too large for 
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the general anaple not to exceed the permissible level. If the 

continuounly operating automatic sampler cannot be applied (when 

the bulk 1t is in the bin, lorry, railroad waggon, or similar con-

tamer), sampling can be Performed by means of probes which should 

reach the cOntainer bottom. Both manual and mechanical probes are 

Used. 

D. Samoling from the lot in sacks 

The beat way of taking sampled from the Lot in sacks is 

to perform this procedure during filling or emptying the sack. 

In this cane samples are taken with a shovel or in handfuls and 
are placed into a collecting container. After the sealing of the 

sacks and their placing on trays, sampling becomes complicated. 

For sampling purposes sack probes are ueed. In view of the fact 

that the number of sacks in one lot is large, it is recommended 

to select eamOlee from one quarter of the number of the sacks. 

5.4. Devices used for sarnplingand for the preparation of 

specisena 

Various devices (18) for sampling and for the preparation 

of specimens during ieyco toxins analysis are in use which are at-

u*tlar to those mentioned above in discussing the sampling for 

general grain quality assessment. Most common, however, are con-

tinuously operating samplers, the ilobbart vertical self-cutting 

separator-mixer (1IVSM) and the Dickens-Satterwhite grinder. The 

use of these devices makes sampling and sample selection cheaper, 

quicker, and more efficient. Using the Hobbart mixer, it is pos-

sible to grind and at the same time nix a 20 pound sample of 

Brazil nuts in hulls within 2-3 minutes; the variation oneffi- 
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cient in this case is about 3%. The Dickens-Satterwhite grinder 

(12) is simple and compact; it enables the sample reduction irnul- 

taneously with oubapecimen taking. Its productivity rate is 3 kg/sin. 

Besides, it permits continuous wi1hdrasLng of a 5% product por-

tion, asa reRult of which a sample of the product passing the 

grthdar becomes representative; however, its size is too large. 

Therefore, when this grinder is used, the whole subepecimen should 

be extracted with later selection of a corresponding portion of 

the extract for further analysis (11). This technique is broadly 

used in the USA to inspect all peanuts supplied to the food in-

dustry. 

5.5. Measures to prevent progressive aildewing in the 

period between sampling and assessment of mycotoxiz3@ 

content 

While selecting samples for any analysis, one should strict-

ly observe the oleanilnese of devices and containers used which 

ehould be dry and poassea no foreign small. Sampling should be 

performed in a way that samples themselves and also the sampling 

equipment and containers for their storage are protected from harm-

ful external effects. In view of the fact that samples, depending 

on concrete conditions, are transported or stored for various pe-

riods of time from the instant of sampling to the time of study, 

one should observe measures preventing mold growth within this 

period. It is preferable to reduce the time of saaple transporta-

tion and to keep samples dry and cool (000 and below). It is also 

necessary to do everything possible to eliminate sample moistening 

during transportation aa storage. Per this purpose it is not re- 
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commended tD keep raw and Insufficiently dried seeds in plastic 

containers if the latter are not stored in coo). atoephare. II 

is better to use fabric or paper oacks. Mold growth and toxin pro. 

duction can take place within several hours; thus, samples after 

selection should be dried as soon as possible at a temperature of 

about 80_9000 	for three or more hours, to reduce moisture con- 

tent to 12-13. V/hen it is necessary to study the grain microflo-

ra, the grain should be dried to the emcee moisture content at a 

tern)erature of 6000  in the course of a longer period of tine. In 

case a sample was cooled before drying, it should be immediately 

dried and stored dry before the analysis. 

It should be also taken into account that sealed samples 

oannot be cooled sufficiently rapidly to OC.  For this reason the 

package should be kept open till the grain is cooled. Sample 

acka should be spacy enowth permitting loose grain distribution 

within a øaak to epeed up the cooling process. 

In view of the fact that moisture may rapidly condense on 

grain cooled to 0C with dry ice, liquid nitrogen, or in a refri-

gerator, which leads to the inoreae of moisture content to the 

undesired level, it is recocwended to analysa the samples icaree-

diately after cooling or to keep them in water-proof containers 

after refrigerator storage till ambient temperature is reached. 

The problem concerning the use of preservatives, such as acetic 

acid, oroptonic acid, etc. has not been solved yet. For such re-

commendations it is necessary to study possible danger for the 

health of the working personnel caused by these substances in 

view of their corrosion activity and toxicity and also beosuee 

of the effect of such treatment on the analysis results due to 

possible destruction of all representatives of the mtcrof].ora. 



Grinding and further eaajiL Lag should be performed immedia-

tely, as far as circumstances permit, after initial sampling. If 

it is impossible to analyse secondary samples immediately, they 

should be cooled or kept dr7. 

6. Review of existing methods of sampling and of the 

preparation of specimens of vegetative raw materials 

for mrcotoxing analypis 

Unfortunately, there exist no methods of sampling of the 

preparation of specimens for the mycotoxins analysis. Various 

international organizations (Association of Official Analytical 

Chemists (AOAC), UN Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), 

World Health Organiz,tion (WHO), Un Environmental Programme 

(UNP), American Association of Cereal Chemists (AACC), Internatio-

nal Standardization Organization (ISO), and others) and mdlvi-

dual investigators have elaborated a number of methods in this 

respect (4, 10, 13, 15-18, 24-27). gxporters of produce whioh can 

be contaminated by mycotoxins ueually deal directly with consumers 

and jointly elaborate agreements related to the methods of sampl-

ing. Most common methods of sampling and of the preparation of 

specimens in respect to different producta are discussed below. It 

should be noted that for grain crops sampling is easier than, for 

example, for peanuts, in view of grain fineness and the aflatoxin 

contamination of a lesser number of grains. 

For maize analysis for nycotoxine it is recommended to ccl-

lect the whole field crop and select the repreaentatl've sample in 

the flow of threshed maize grain (10). It is preferable to aske 

the selection directly after harvest by combine prior to storage. 

Selection can be also made from a randomly chosen 1 acre field 

plot using a table of randomised field plot numbers, into which 
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the field is dtvided (B). It is noted, however, that in the lat-

er case the sampling can turn out to be baissed. The sample choud 

be not lighter that 10 pounds (4.54  kg). Plow sampling is prefer- 

red to a single sample taking which,in its turu,is better than corn-

cob sampling in the field. If, however, field sampling has to be 

made, it should be randomized but not chaotic. One should draw a 

sketch of the field, divide the field into N approximately equal 

ectiona, select one cob from each section, and unite the cobs 

into the general sample which later on has to be hukd before 

pmasing through a sieve No. 14. After thorough mixing, a secon-

dery 1 kg sample nhould be tekn Out of the general one by gre-

duel reduction. The whole sample should be ground to pass the øie-

we No. 20 and after thorough mixing 50 g analytical specimens are 

isolated. 

The following pattern of maize sampling (raw material) from 

a lot is recommended (15, 15)t 

Maize lots in colleot ion centres and those sent to 

processing (reprocessing) 

Beleot samples from each sack or container with a 

general mass of about 70 kg 

Nix 

Obtain 5 kg sampl.g (crole-type seplretioL using a 

separator or man other suitable technique) 

I 
Grind (avery grain .hould be mylit into 4-5 partial..) 
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Plea. in thin layer and inepeot in the light of an ultra-

violet leap with high radiation inteneity 

The lot admitted 	 Froeuaably eantaminated lot 

to otorage 	 Ond the whole lot to be 

pa.eed through a 20 noah 

a Love 

TX 
T&ce a eacaple for analy.io 

Analyae for aflatoxins 

preoenoe by colucan chroaa- 

The lot with the negative 

reault of the analyots for 

the preesnoc of aflatoxina 

tography (ocr.ening aethod) 

The lot with the ponitive 
reoult of the e.nS13'eie for 

the prenence of aflatoxina 

Extract a aaaple for TLO 

and quantitative eetiiaa-

tion of aflatoxina 

Confirm the pre.enoe of 

aflatoxina by means of 

obtaining ohemLol dart-

vat twos 

Direct the lot to thó 



end use depandinp on the 

l'rel of e!latoxjnm content 

For medium mice and fine graine (maim., rice, peanut kernels, 	
vp 

cotton needs, etc.) ISO recommends to spread the nample selected 

for the analyel.e in a thin layer on a clean surface, reduce the 

sample to about 1 kg by arose-type separation, and to grind the 

sample in a blade grinder (ooffee grain grinder can be used) to 

pass a 14 mesh cie've (0.8 rem). The sample should be thoroughly 

mixed and by means of further cross-type separet ion reduced to 

the amount needed for the aflntoxine analysis. 

It should be said that the International Organization on 

oileeedm coneidern the existing methods as insufficiently strict 

in respect to peanuta, claiming that both hulled and raw peanuts 

used for human consumption always demand extremely thorough macnp-

ling. Taking into account, however, that strict methods of sainpi-

Lng are much more time-consuming, more simple techniques described 

above can be used if the consumer has no objections in this rem-

pect. 
One of moat strict sampling patterns which can be recommen-

ded for application in the one adopted in Canada and the USA (26). 

It is applicable for seeds of all oil crops and also cereals, e.g. 

maize. Pollowing this pattern, the samples, in order to make them 

representative, are taken from evezl fourth sack out of lots Con-

taming more than 400 smeks or approximately 50,000 pounds (22.5 

ton.) till a maximu, amount of 100 aubepecimenr is oliected. It 

the lot exceeds 400 sacks, it can be divided into eceall.r lotd 

(.ublote), the nuer of which should it exoawd 4. gach of theee 

should ooniit of no sore than 400 necks. Samples from every let 
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are taken evenly in regular time intervole to obtain a maxiana 

of 100 eubepeotmena, e.g. one from every eighth eack if there 

are 600 awoke. No eamplee are drawn from mouldy macice. The total 

mane of all nubepeotreene ehould not be inferior to 36 pounde 

(16.2 kg). Then the awlected namplee are traneported to a lAboxa-

tory for snalynie, thoroughly nixed, and divided into three por-

tiono of equal mine; each of theee ehould have a amen not Ieee 

than 12 pounda (5.4 Kg). They are coded, e.g. A, B, and C. avery 

portion is thoroughly ground in a grinder and a nececeery amount 

of the product in withdrawn for the analynie. If portion A con-

tame no more than 4jng/kg aflatoxina, the portion is conmidered 

as estiafaclory, while the level of 20 pg/kg and higher seken the 

portion unmuitable. If portion A Is eatiefactory, no analysis of 

portione B and C in needed. When the snalyote of portion A revea-

lea the level higher than 4)r/kg nf].etoxins, it in neceneary to 

analyae portions and C. In the came eben the concentret ton of 

aflatoxine in both portions doan not exosed 4,g/kg, the renull 

obtained for portion £ can be dimcarded and the whole lot can be 

coneidered matiafactory. When the aflatoxine content exceede 

20 jig/kg, the lot is unenitable for flee. However, if one or both 

reaulte for portions B and C exosed the 4p/kg level, the ave-

rage figure is taken for all three portions. If the levsl doem not 

exceed 20jig/kg, the lot in conoidired eetLefaotory, otherwime - 

unmattafactory. 

It ehould be noted that the level of 20ftg/kg in the maxi-

awe pereieetbie content in Canada and the USA; other countriee 

can eetablieh their own etandarde. 

Acoording to one of recent patterns entabliebed in the USA 

to control aflatoxin contanination of peanute supplied to food 
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enterprisee (26), it in recommended to take a lot sample with 

a sose of 144 pounds (65.4 kg) from peanut lots weighing 68-220 

tone and then to divide it into three samples 48 pounds (21.8 kg) 

each (Pig.4) using conthzua]J operating automatic sampler or 

other suitable techniques (one mample from every fourth sack in 

a ssok-contaiaed lot). One of the eamplee to passed through the 

Dickens grinder to obt*in a secondary 1.1 kg sample which is comp-

letely extracted with 31 of a methanol water (5545) solution and 
1 1 of hexazie. A portion for analysis is taken from the extract. 

The analysis of the second and third samples in performed accor-

ding to the same technique depending on the aflatoxin content 

observed in the process of the analysis of the first portion. A 

Similar pattern is proposed (13) for the analysts of malso and 

cotton seeds. 

Thà tecbniciue elaborated in PRO for roasted peanuts requt-

res a 5 kg sample (23). 

Very supply of imported Brazil nuts to the UA is subject 

tons obligatory analysis for afletzxine and only after such an 

analysis the import certificate is given. Brazil nuts are supplied 

in sacks containing 500-2,000 piSces. The sampling in performed 

in dooke or storehousesi the lot sample contains form 30 to 60 

pounds. It to ground in a HYSI to give a homogeneous sample (19). 

In such oases it is sometimes necessary to pass the sample two and 

more times through a HVSI. In view of the fact that importers have 

the right to analyse the sample only in grain, th whole sample is 

shelled, kernel pulp is mixed before grinding with equal amounts 

of ground shells. The importer pays for the cost of shelling. It 

has been found that it is OdTisabla to grind the samples without 

shelling because hard shells help to obtain the needed degree of 
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homogeneity (9). The addition of such liquide as heptane follow-

ed by mixing and grinding is also recommended (9). This technique 

providee for the higheet degree of hiaogeneity with a 1% variation 

coefficient and can be applied to eamplee weighing from 500g to 

20 kg and more. For mamplee of hulled kernel Duip, dry grinding of 

a lot gampl.e Is propoeed. The ground eample ehould be mixed and 

a 300 g epeoiinen is to be taken out of it, mixed with heptane, and 

then finally ground in a Warring mixer (9). This method, with the 

aubotitution of heptane with water, was used for cotton eeeda, 

peanuto, peanut meal and peanut oil, cotton meal, copra, and maize 

(21, 22). 

Pietachic flute are also imported into the TA after ana).yele 

for aflatoxine. The aupply lot ueually conelete of 300-500 eacke 

70 kg inch. The lot eample collected by a probe from mackm weighs 

30-60 pounde, depending on the lot ulze. The whole lot eample is 

then ground in a HYSM and tested in a manner similar to that used 

for analysis of Brazil nate (9). 

7. Boonomto aspect of sampling and of the prepamt ton of 

peojmene for the caycutoxine anaheim 

Sampling and the preparation of epeohiana is not only the 

most complex but, frequently, moat costly step of. analycia for 

nycotoxine. This is explained by the fact that the coat of analy-

eta includes the coat of the product constituting the sample, the 

costa of sampling and analysis itself, and the cost of sample trans-

portation from the sampling area to the place of analymta (11). 

Indeed, on the one hand, the larger the initial (lot) sample, the 

more representative it is. On the other band, however, food pror 

duoe, and in particular, nuts are rather expensive, while the 
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changing of the form of the product (ground grain, hnlvea, finea) 

lowera the quality of the former. Pherefore, one of the Dickens 

grinder advantagee is the fact that only 5% of ground product are 

withdrawn for analyate while the remaining part etill poeeeeeee a 

certain commercial value although lower than that of whole grain.The 

coat of packing the lot eeinple in also of aigniftoence together 

with the coat of transportation of the .ample to the laboratory. 

Naturally, theae coeta inerceee for larger eamplea. At the mane 

time, the distance to the place of analyaie to too long for some 

produota. For example, a eample of Brazil flute has to be transport-

ed to a dietance of 2-3 thoumand milee. Thue, the laboratoriem 

ehould be located as does an pomeibie to the producing areae. Mo-

bile leboretoriee are also expedient. 

The equipment and teohniquea used are quite oomt].y, not al-

waja convenient, and require qualified permonnel. 

The above diacueed coflaiderattone force canny inveetigatorm 

(10) not to recommend any common method of eampling and epeoinen 

preparat ton which could be convenient in all aituationa, and only 

some general direottne reflecting our prement-day knowledge of 

mycotoxina can be epeoified for concrete oaeee. At the mane time, 

there in no doubt that only harmonimed methoda of eanplthg can yield 

comparable rseulte. Purther studies in this field øhould be aimed 

at elaborating • •uffici.nIly reliable and inexpensive technique. 
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